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ABSTRACT
Understanding user communities and identifying change within them is important for a range of organisations, including those concerned with cultural heritage. In this paper we present an exploratory study which uses dynamic social network analysis of posts from the Tumblr blogging site relating to the Tate galleries to observe user community change. In addition, we apply two versions of topic modeling to the text of the posts in order to examine user community concerns and changes within these over time. In general, the most noticeable changes in topics within the user communities tend to occur when there has been a major physical change in the social network, such as an increase in membership, with these new members bringing new concerns and interests. After summarising the findings of our approach in detail, we propose practical methods which could be incorporated in to real time monitoring of user community change by cultural heritage organisations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Maintaining the accessibility of resources is a key focus for cultural heritage organisations; museums, libraries and archives in particular are increasingly working with digital objects, and this has resulted in a growing literature on digital preservation [10]. However, while the challenges of the various formats, software, and hardware changes are well recognized, we are also beginning to understand the impact of semantic change in accessing resources [5]. In addition, a closely related issue is that of different user communities accessing the same resources or the risk of a user communities changing over time. This may present an even greater problem for preservation, since different communities are likely to wish to access information or objects in slightly different ways, for example using different search terms (specific to the different communities), or for a slightly different purpose, perhaps to look for ideas, inspiration and enjoyment rather than simply to identify the provenance of objects.

In this paper we investigate the use of online social networks as a way to begin to empirically study and understand user communities around a cultural heritage organisation. Our motivation is the elicitation of information that enables us to identify and support these user groups effectively at present and into the future. We do not view ‘user community’ as a single or static entity, and therefore expect that such methods are well suited to understanding such complex phenomena, as well as providing a tractable monitoring method that could be implemented in future.

Social networks may be observed over time to observe and analyse changes occurring within that network [14]. Such an approach has been adopted for a variety of purposes, such as observation of social structures within a given social or organisational context (ibid.), observation of change in attitudes and study of the factors influencing society [9]. A further topic of interest is the spread (‘diffusion’) of information within social networks [3] and the use of network analysis to explore social influence within a community [19]. The structure of the network itself is a focus of these studies.

In some instances, a detailed analysis of the material contained within the social network is also beneficial. Snapshots of content may usefully be categorized via a topic model [11]. This also permits comparison of the coverage of different sources. For example, Zhao [21] et al make use of unsupervised topic modeling to characterize material within Twitter, then compare with a traditional news corpus, permitting an empirical comparison of the material stored within each. This method allows for comparison between the two corpora. Topic modeling has also been used with to overlay social network data with combined topic and location information [16].

The evolution of topics or coverage over time is less commonly studied. An extended topic model such as the dynamic topic model [7] may be used to analyse the evolution of topics over time in a document collection (e.g., the topics covered over 120 years of publication of Science; [7]). An associated approach using a nonnegative matrix factorization framework is described by Saha et al [18] for use on social media content derived from a single platform and on a traditional media source. The use of these methods on data sourced from multiple social media platforms is not widely reported.

Here, we adapt these methods, with a particular focus on the comparative method described by Zhao [21], in order to explore online communities with an interest in a particular art institution, specifically the Tate galleries in London. Being able to identify change in this community is important to preservation for
assessing the social and cultural context of risk, in particular, it is important for the institution (as well as larger cultural and government agencies) to be able to monitor and manage who their audience is for access to the institution and its resources [17]. We use social media for the monitoring of social context with a view to mitigating risk resulting from changes in social context. In the case of the Tate user community identified using social media data, this is largely self-selecting, and we therefore expect it to be fluid and dynamic; any changes are likely to evolve over time.

Based on this analysis, we can identify two primary forms of change: (1) the growth (or contraction) of the community (i.e., the properties of the social network); (2) the change in the concerns/interests (i.e., behaviour) of the community.

To analyse the structure of the social user community around Tate, we harvest data from Tumblr. In contrast to data derived from the very commonly used micro-blogging service Twitter, access to Tumblr data is not directly temporally limited, and so all historical material remains accessible (with the exception of content deleted or removed by the authors, and of deleted user accounts). This platform is therefore better suited to investigating potential user community changes over time [12]. In the following, we first describe the Tumblr data collection process and resulting data; we then describe the social network analysis and properties of the Tate Tumblr network; next, we describe our analysis of the Tumblr posts from the Tate network. After summarising and discussing these results together, we then propose potentially useful measures for incorporating into any form of monitoring community change within the Tumblr data relating to Tate.

2. DATA COLLECTION METHOD

2.1 Data collection and processing

Tumblr posts were collected for the study of social media content, using the search interface (authenticated via OAuth), which returns query responses in JSON (easily interpretable through compatible libraries such as Python's simplejson). Our general strategy for filtering relevant content from Tumblr was to initially maximise recall (the fraction of relevant instances retrieved, see [13]) over precision (i.e., the relevance of the posts, which was handled by later filtering). As noted previously, such a large data set of unstructured text/HTML in addition to potentially irrelevant items means that the processing and cleaning up process is non trivial, necessarily iterative, and thus not optimised [1].

For the Tumblr data, a search was completed for posts of any age containing the term ‘Tate’. Of the original 70,000 posts from 01-Feb-2005 to 24-03-2015, 3,093 were examined in this present process. This implies that the snowball sampling method applied on Tumblr provides a far lower rate of recall than the keyword search strategies applied on the other two sites; this is unsurprising since snowball sampling depends on serendipity and tends to give a low rate of precision in a highly connected and diffuse network: most of the blogs identified on Tumblr are not solely about Tate, or even art in general, and many of them also link to material that has no relation to either.

The term ‘tate’ and expression ‘tate gallery’ were used for the initial search; due to Tumblr’s design, it is convenient to search for specific tags rather than solely for terms, and therefore a snowball methodology is used to spiral outwards from initial hits to other posts or blogs that may be of relevance [2,4]. Use of the substring ‘tate’ in case-insensitive search system captures taggable posts, as well as mentions of the term itself (although we note some false positives were retrieved).

For the purposes of the present evaluation we apply strict filtering rules in order to limit material returned to material containing either the string ‘tate’ with appropriate word boundaries, or material containing the Tate’s hostname. For the Tumblr data, a search was completed for posts of any age containing the term ‘Tate’. Of the original 70,000 posts from 01-Feb-2005 to 24-03-2015, 3,093 were examined in this present process, textual data from the ‘body’, ‘caption’, ‘description’ fields gave a total of 473,680 words, 2,793,500 characters (excluding HTML and with URLs normalized; for the topic modeling analysis, further processing [stopword removal and stemming; using the 422 function words from [15] and the Porter stemming algorithm (http://tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer/), respectively] resulted in a corpus of 286,360 words; 1,838,736 characters). With contrast to the two other social media platforms and search term approach used (‘tate’), we note that the snowball sample method used gives lower precision than the approaches used for the other social media platforms (e.g. for Twitter, 22,000/222,356, or ~10%); however, this is unsurprising given the highly connected and diffuse characteristics of these social media networks, in many cases Tumblr posts linked to material not solely about Tate nor relevant to art in general.

2.2 Describing Tumblr data

In order to give a sense of the Tumblr data, here we present an overview of the qualitative analysis of a random selection of 10 posts, taken from the 3,093 identified as relevant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roman Ondak’s Measuring the Universe at Tate St Ives</th>
<th>Mountain Lake demonstrates Dalí’s use of the multiple image: the lake can simultaneously be seen as a fish. By such doubling he sought to challenge rationality. The painting combines personal and public references. His parents visited this lake after the death of their first child, also called Salvador. Dali seems to have been haunted by the death of his namesake brother whom he never knew. The disconnected telephone brings the image into the present by alluding to negotiations between Neville Chamberlain, the British Prime Minister, and Hitler over the German annexation of the Sudetenland in September 1938.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 1. Tumblr excerpts.
These were as follows: four posts were images of art objects (one was a personal image with text containing personal opinion, as in e.g., Figure 1: A; the other three are images and descriptions copied directly from the Tate’s collection resources [e.g., Figure 1: B]); in addition, two posts relate to publicity (press releases, interviews, news items on Tate’s site) published by Tate relating to exhibitions, and another two further posts mention Tate with reference to broader discussions about the art world; one additional post relates to a personal story of a visit to the Tate, and the final post is irrelevant (it mentions someone named ‘Tate’). Of the relevant posts, these results can be summarised as follows: Four posts relate directly to art objects, with five more generally relating to the Tate organisation.

3. NETWORK ANALYSIS

3.1 Network analysis method

Network analysis was performed on the cumulative Tumblr data at 6 monthly intervals. Links (edges) between users relevant to the Tate community were identified on the basis of Tumblr connections, with data processed using custom software created in Python. Note that these are shown only from 2009, since before this date there were not enough suitable connections between nodes. Network statistics were calculated at the relevant intervals using the R software package and were average betweenness, number of clusters, density, and average degree. These are shown in Figure 2 (to account for the variation in values across the statistical measures, the y axis is shown as a logarithmic scale; raw counts of clusters can be found in Figure 3). Network graphs describing the Tumblr data are also shown in the illustration above (Figure 1b), with clusters labelled with node user names where relevant. Note that edges are here illustrated as grey lines, and that in cases where there is a high density of connection between nodes, this shows up as areas of solid grey (e.g., 7/2014).

3.2 Network analysis results

Examining the networks of Figure 1b first, we can see that after a very small start to the network in 1/2009, this quickly grows with a greater number of users later in that year, however it is not until mid 2010, that the nodes increase and in turn form more clusters. This pattern continues in 2011, which can be seen more obviously in terms of increase in number of clusters in Figure 3).

The year 2012 however sees a massive growth in the number of users (nodes) in the Tate Tumblr network, and with this an increase in the number of clusters; with this pattern clearly captured by the average betweenness measure showing a great increase in the connectedness of the nodes, and its effective inverse, network density which shows a reduction (Figure 2). From 2012 until the end of our time period (mid 2014), network growth continues, but at a much more steady pace (although note that this is illustrated using a logarithmic scale), reflected in average betweenness and network density; in general the remaining network measure, average degree, is shows a steady increase throughout the whole time period except for two bumps relating to network growth in 2009 and 2012 (Figure 2). Considering Tumblr cluster counts in isolation (Figure 3): here we can see that clusters in general relate to an increase in network size (e.g., 2012, 2014), however this measure is noticeably erratic (e.g., the trough in mid 2012 after the peak in early 2012).

Viewing these measures as a whole, we can see the development of a network relating to a Tumblr community sharing an interest in Tate. Although to a lesser or greater extent, average betweenness, density, and average degree are a function of network size (nodes and edges), we note that there is some utility in the number of clusters within the network for bett
understanding its structure. However, as the erratic pattern of Figure 3 attests, in practice care may need to be taken in interpreting changes in this measure. In the next section, we supplement the view of network change identified statistically, with analysis relating to the content of the Tumblr community, and how this can help us to understand change.

Since topic modelling is a probabilistic method there are several possible solutions to representing the data, with this process requiring input from the researcher in an iterative process. Here we briefly describe our method: Using the processed data from ‘body’, ‘caption’, ‘description’ fields as described above [cf. 20], topic modelling was performed on the 3,093 documents using the LDA package in Mallet (http://mallet.cs.umass.edu) to generate models for a variety of number of topics, ranging from 3-20 (3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20). This was in order to select a number of topics which best describe the data. In all topic modelling described here, default parameter settings were used except in the case of a where a relatively low value (0.01) was specified in order to generate topics which relate more distinctly to particular documents, cf. [8]. Two researchers familiar with the data set visually inspected the model outputs to evaluate the ‘topic keys’ (words most representative of the topic), to determine whether they contained a disproportionate number of poor topics which would indicate a poor description of the data (specifically topics which were too general, too specific, repetition with other topics, or internally inconsistent). These key words were then used to manually search through documents containing the respective topics in models considered suitable for our analysis, in order to get a better sense of that topic for interpretation and naming of the topics. Following this process we settled on two topic models which appeared to provide a good summary of the data: these specified 5 and 15 topics, and they are shown (with their topic keys) in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. In the following section, we describe these in more detail in relation to the data.

4. TOPIC MODELLING

4.1 Topic modelling method
Analysis of content can provide better understanding of communities in the Tumblr data. Here we adopt an unsupervised machine learning method – topic modelling – which we apply to the text of Tumblr posts in order to identify broad themes. Topic models aim to uncover hidden thematic structures or ‘topics’ that occur in a collection of documents utilising unsupervised machine-learning techniques [6]. A topic consists of a cluster of words or phrases that show similar patterns of occurrence; documents may relate to more than one topic, and topic modelling calculates a weight with which each topic relates to a particular document. We used Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) for topic modelling [6]. As a generative technique, LDA starts with a model that is then used to describe the data by adjusting the parameters to fit the model. The assumption is that the whole corpus of documents contains k number of topics (specified by the user), and that each document talks about these k topics (to a greater or lesser extent). Therefore, each word in a document depends on both the topics selected for that document as well as the word distribution within each of these topics. This intuition is operationalized as a Bayesian Network that models this document generation process.

The five topic description of the Tumblr data shows four contentful and more frequently used topics, with the fifth (Foreign) showing much lower usage (and which relates mainly to non English texts): The two topics with a similarly great level of use are URL/Modern and URL/ArtworkProperties (0.32 and 0.31, respectively). Of these, the first relates mainly to the Tate Modern (e.g., exhibitions, or passing references to the gallery), with the second relating to the physical properties of artworks (e.g., factual information such as canvas size or materials used). Both of these topics feature URLs which presumably are being referenced by the author and are – to a greater or lesser degree – the subject of their post.

The topic with the third greatest proportion is IMG/description (0.26), which contrasts nicely with the previous topic URL/ArtworkProperties, as it refers to a linked image (which the post relates to), and a description of the art object, however rather than being concerned with the factual physical and material aspects, the IMG/description topic gives a personal perspective and interpretation of the art object (e.g., the flow of the brushstrokes, or the meaning of the scene). The final topic, ExhibitionInfo (0.20), provides information about exhibitions, perhaps especially promotional material advertising exhibitions.

4.2 Topic model descriptions of Tumblr data

4.2.1 5 Topic solution
The five topic description of the Tumblr data shows four contentful and more frequently used topics, with the fifth (Foreign) showing much lower usage (and which relates mainly to non English texts): The two topics with a similarly great level of use are URL/Modern and URL/ArtworkProperties (0.32 and 0.31, respectively). Of these, the first relates mainly to the Tate Modern (e.g., exhibitions, or passing references to the gallery), with the second relating to the physical properties of artworks (e.g., factual information such as canvas size or materials used). Both of these topics feature URLs which presumably are being referenced by the author and are – to a greater or lesser degree – the subject of their post.

The topic with the third greatest proportion is IMG/description (0.26), which contrasts nicely with the previous topic URL/ArtworkProperties, as it refers to a linked image (which the post relates to), and a description of the art object, however rather than being concerned with the factual physical and material aspects, the IMG/description topic gives a personal perspective and interpretation of the art object (e.g., the flow of the brushstrokes, or the meaning of the scene). The final topic, ExhibitionInfo (0.20), provides information about exhibitions, perhaps especially promotional material advertising exhibitions.

4.2.2 15 Topic solution
The 15 topic description of the data can be grouped into four main clusters based on the proportion of topic usage in the Tumblr data, although as may be expect given the greater number of topics, the proportions found for topic usage are lower than for those of the 5 topic solution: The first group with proportions of 0.20 or greater

![Figure 2. Tumblr network statistics.](image-url)

![Figure 3. Tumblr network cluster count.](image-url)
within the data are IMG/PaintCharacteristics (0.22), IMG/Exhibition/Art (0.21), URL/Description/Materials (0.20), and URL/Modern/Performance (0.20). The first topic mentions descriptions of paint, techniques and characteristics in relation to an image(s), the second again contains an image as well discussing exhibitions in relation to art, the third gives a factual description of an art object in terms of materials and referencing a URL, and the fourth most frequently used topic includes a URL along with content relating to (Tate) modern and performance.

**Table 1. Five topic model of Tumblr data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic Label</th>
<th>Topic ID</th>
<th>Key Items</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URL/Modern</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>removedurl tate modern art london week museum exhibit matiss</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL/Artwork Properties</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>removedurl paint tate work paper cm removing canva artist</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMG/description</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>removedwork exhibit show tate art piec time paint</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExhibitionInfo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>art work artist exhibit tate museum modern galleri perform</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>de video art la le artist pari film en</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second more frequent grouping of topics (with proportions of between 0.10 and 0.19), are Exhibition/Film (0.14), Descriptions/Britain/URL (0.14), 3D (0.10). The first of these topics contains reference to exhibition along with mention of film, the second topic contains factual catalogue-type information relating to (Tate) Britain along with a URL, and the third topic of this group contains materials and characteristics of three dimensional art objects.

The third group have usage proportions of between 0.5 and 0.9 in the Tumblr data, and are ArtworkContext/URL (0.08), Modern/Artists/URL (0.08), URL/StIves/Landscape (0.06), URL/Exhibition/London (0.05), and URL/Modern/Podcast (0.05). Of these topics, the first describes the context of the art object more generally (and less prominently a URL), the second relates to (Tate) Modern and names of artists from the past 20 or so years (and also a URL), the third to some extent mentions (Tate) St Ives, as well as other concepts such as ‘landscape’, and the final topic contains a URL along with (Tate) Modern, which appears to be in the context of exhibitions, and also mentions ‘podcast’.

Finally, the least frequently used topics are Cities (0.02), Video (0.01), and Foreign (0.01), which are respectively, mentions of the word ‘city/ies’ or names of cities, references to video (as in art object, but also videos posted on social media), and non-English words.

Comparing the two topic models run on the Tumblr data, it is unsurprising that the 15 topic solution provides greater granularity than the 5 topic model. However, what seems more apparent between the two models is that the 5 topic model is more abstract, giving a better sense of the concepts and types of posts it is describing (e.g., description of an image, materials used, advertising an exhibition), whereas the 15 topic model provides more information about specific content (whether content relates to 3D, Tate Modern artists, St Ives, Tate Britain). Both of these models, and their respective granularity, have advantages and disadvantages when describing the data in light of identifying community change. We discuss this briefly, below.

**Table 2. Fifteen topic model of Tumblr data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic Label</th>
<th>Topic ID</th>
<th>Key Items</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMG/PaintCharacteristics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>paint work artist removedurl removing imag figur colour form</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMG/Exhibition/Art</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>removing work show time exhibit make veri year love</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL/Description/Materials</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>removedurl tate cm paper oil canva source collect removing</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL/Modern/Performance</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>removedurl tate modern removedurl artist music perform sound tank</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibition/Film</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>art work tate exhibit artist museum film present perform</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptions/Britain/URL</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>art exhibit galleri london tate removedurl artist britain british</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>space sculptur piec galleri yellow black build tate rothko</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArtworkContext/URL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>art cultur artist removedurl work polit commun peopl beui</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern/Artists/URL</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>kusama tate hirst modern yayoi removedurl damien exhibit room</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL/StIves/Landscape</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>st iv removedurl landscap war tate sea mso picasso</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL/Exhibition/London</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>removedurl galleri london august novemb matiss tate modern lincoln</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL/Modern/Podcast</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>removedurl art modern week podcast museum exhibit matiss barlow</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>citi al elisson removedurl walk york film london project</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>video art artist instal exhibit paik de pari includ</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>de la le en du dan art au par</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. EXPLORING TUMBLR CONTENT OVER TIME

So far we have shown how social network analysis provides information about the size and relationships between the Tate community identified on Tumblr, and topic modelling provides information about the content of Tumblr posts. In this section we provide analysis of how the Tumblr topics identified in the previous section change over time, and how these can be related back to the network changes identified in the first section; this will in turn give us a better understanding of user community change, especially in terms of how their concerns – expressed through Tumblr posts – change over time. In addition to describing the results, we will provide examples of community change identified in this data, and in the final section describe how these can be incorporated into an automatic process to identify community change.

Topic relationships to documents used to create the two models in the previous section were used to provide the primary topic representing each Tumblr post (i.e. the single topic showing the highest proportion of usage in each document); these were then summed for each 6 month period (January-June 2009, July-December 2009, January-June 2010, etc. until the final period in our data collection, January-June 2015). We note that 4 posts used in the previous generation of the topic models were excluded since they dated from before 2009; this left 3,089 remaining posts (as per the social network analysis, above). Usage of content described using the 5 topic model is shown in Figure A4, and the 15 topic model is shown in Figure A5; the y axis is the frequency of posts which are primarily described by that topic.

Both the 5 and 15 topic models of the Tumblr data over time show the rapid increase in posting activity in 2012, reaching a peak in the latter half of that year; activity remains high over the next two years, albeit generally declining; the first half of 2015 has relatively low Tumblr posting activity for the Tate community, but this may be due to an incomplete collection of data for this period. The peak of activity identified in 2012 appears related to the massive network growth also shown in the social network metrics of Figure A2. Using this data as an example, we now explore how this community growth in 2012 and after, is reflected in the change of content in the Tate Tumblr community.

Looking in particular at the Tate Tumblr community use of the 5 topics over time, we note content usage changes as follows: From 2012 onwards, we see a decline in use of URL_ArtworkProperties (relating to catalogue descriptions of art objects), which picks up again in 2014; with this dip in usage coinciding with a bump in IMG_description (which relates more to images and their exhibition rather than catalogue data) in late 2012 and 2013. In addition, there is a consistently higher use of ExhibitionInfo following 2012 (giving details of exhibitions without relation to a specific image), and a relatively higher proportion of posts primarily concerned with URL_Modern (perhaps indicated a higher profile of the Tate Modern and modern works within the collection). We note the very rare use of primarily Foreign content, with the exception of the latter half of 2010.

In summary, the 5 topic model shows that this network and resulting community change appears to indicate an apparent initial focus on images relating to exhibits, but this appears to have been used in place of posts sharing catalogue information of art objects. This change has also resulted in greater sharing of exhibitions at the Tate in reference (and promotion?) to the Tate Modern.

In terms of the 15 topic model, we find that posts primarily about IMG_Exhibition_Art and URL_Modern_Performance dip around 2012, with Modern_Artists_URL, in contrast, peaking around this time; in general, IMG_Paint_Characteristics and URL_Description_Materials posts increase in proportion and stay relatively more common from 2012. We note that the remaining topics were used relatively infrequently or inconsistently across this time period; we do not discuss them in detail.

In summary, the 15 topic data appears to reveal that the rapid network increase around 2012 temporarily focused on Modern_Artists_URL (posts of links relating to Tate Modern artists), while posts relating to exhibitions in general...
(IMG Exhibition Art) and performances at the Tate Modern (URL Modern Performance) decreased around this time; this network and resulting community change resulted in a continuing, greater number of detailed posts focussing on the physical properties and painterly aspects of art objects (IMG Paint Characteristics and URL Description Materials), which in practice may be the popular describing and critiquing of objects in the Tate catalogue. More generally, we see that the granularity of the 15 topic model provides detailed topics which come in and out of usage, rather than the fairly consistent usage (albeit with variations in proportion) found in the 5 topic model.

Therefore by combining social network analysis metrics to the Tumblr network and topic modelling to the content of the posts of the Tate community on Tumblr, we have identified an example of change in this community relating to the growth in and around 2012: We note that both the 5 and 15 topic models identified this change in the content generated by the Tumblr community in relation to Tate; in particular, the adaptation of this social network and its content to meet its new needs. The 5 topic model identified a temporary change in focus from catalogue data to image data, and a greater focus on the Tate Modern and sharing exhibition information. Although the first two topic changes may indicate an exploration with new media, it is the focus on Tate Modern by the community and sharing/promotion of exhibitions which seems to indicate a more substantive shift in community usage of Tumblr.

For the 15 topic model, although many of the topics are used infrequently and which come and go in usage, in this analysis example we focused on five. From this example analysis, we found that following 2012 there was an increase in the popular describing and critiquing of art objects, along with a temporary focus on Tate Modern artists, and similarly less focus on images relating to exhibitions and performances at Tate Modern. Of these, we note that the change of focus relating to Tate Modern artists rather than exhibitions is interesting, and provides more detail to the general increase in posts relating to Tate Modern identified in the 5 topic model; in contrast, the increase in description and critique of art objects captured by the 15 topic model is only regarded as a temporary change in exploring the use of image descriptions in the 5 topic model. Regardless of these nuances, we view these broad changes as the increase in number of art appreciation posts, as well as an increased interest in the community relating to Tate Modern. Both of these large scale changes of community behaviour are indicative of a social and cultural context, which we expect to be important in understanding the Tate in its broader online and offline community context.

Overall, the results from the two models show similar changes in the Tate Tumblr community (primarily the description of art objects and coverage of Tate Modern), but their different granularity and probabilistic generation mean that they provide detail in different ways, in some cases identifying increase of a topic, and in others the change in use from one topic to a similar one, but with nuanced differences. This would indicate therefore that at least for initial monitoring purposes, it would makes sense to include the topics from both models in this process, thereby allowing the greatest insight into community change processes; the disadvantage to this is that there would be a slightly greater amount of data to consider, but in this case it does not seem to be too arduous, given that this would result in 20 topics in total. As noted before in relation to the 15 topic model, some of these topics occur with a relatively low frequency in the Tumblr data – this may lead to the possibility that such a model over fits the data, however, given that we propose the inclusion of the 5 topic model, then we expect this risk to be mitigated by the use of the broader topics, and greater coverage that this smaller model provides.

6. APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION

In the following section we now discuss ways in which the approaches of this paper could be integrated into future community change risk assessment. These are covered in turn:

Changes in network properties: these are important to identify, since as found in the example reported above, the growth of a network may result in different community uses of the social network (i.e. sharing different types of content for different purposes). The network metric data presented in Figures 2 and 3 is per day, and so shows a great deal of variability; smoothing data – for example by calculating average metrics over the previous 6 months – would provide a more stable measure of social network metric change. In particular, average betweenness (connections between nodes) and number of clusters (groupings within the network) appear to be a feasible way of identifying social network change in this data set. Using smoothed data, it would be reasonable to monitor social network change based on an average of the previous 6 month’s data in comparison with e.g., greater than 1 standard deviation difference from the mean of the previous 2 year’s data. This metric could be tuned in order to ensure that the great network change which occurred in 2012 is identified, but that more random change such as network volatility found from 2009-2011 is largely ignored. Testing and further analysis would be required to explore whether the gradual and steady growth in the network between 2013-2015 should be identified as change in this model.

Changes in post content: although network change happens, it is necessary to identify how this change has an impact upon the community. Here we use probabilistic topic models generated on the data to classify the content of the Tumblr post into broad categories. As our discussion of the results (Figures 4 and 5) shows, not all of the topics are important for, or related to, an instance of community change. However, since we do not know what topics are relevant in advance, it is important that the results of all topics is available for review when network change is identified. Because of this issue and the interpretation required in understanding community change based on post content, we note that this process should be performed by a human with expertise in this domain. This review process can be automatically assisted, with the topics most relevant to community change highlighted. We anticipate that similarly to the identification of network change, that this should be based on current topic proportion (for the previous 6 months) compared with the 2 years previous (with difference highlighted in descending order of standard deviations difference between the current and previous time points).

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated an important aspect of change in relation to digital preservation, namely community change. This is important since the social and cultural context in which a cultural institution operates, determines how it can serve its community. In particular, we have addressed this question using social network data harvested from Tumblr relating to Tate over the period 2009-2015.

In addition to exploring changes in social network relationships over this time, we have built a probabilistic model of the textual content of Tumblr posts using topic modelling. Comparing two models identifying different granularity of content over this 5 year
period, we have been able to identify community changes in the
use of Tumblr content in relation to an example of major network
growth in 2012. This network growth resulted in different focuses
by the Tumblr community, with these mainly related to long
standing changed of an increase in the proportion of posts relating
to Tate Modern and the popular critiquing and presenting to the
community of Tate art objects; the different topic models each
provided differently nuanced perspectives on these behaviours.

Based on the findings of this example analysis, we propose how
this could be incorporated into the automatic monitoring of
community change for risk assessment. Here we detail two
metrics and thresholds which could be used for community
change monitoring, namely changes in network properties and
changes in post content: we anticipate that the former will be used
to identify large scale community changes using proposed
thresholds based on the current change example analysis; then
the relative changes in topic usage over time will be presented for
assessment by a domain expert, since this evaluation will
necessarily require human interpretation and knowledge. We also
expect that human evaluation will be required in order to ensure
that appropriate network change thresholds are being used.

In relation to the example analysis of the Tate community Tumblr
data presented above, we noted that the insights provided by such
analysis, for example the growth in the network and the resulting
increase in posts relating to art appreciation posts, as well as an
increased interest relating to Tate Modern, both provide important
indications of the wider social and cultural context of Tate. Such
information is instrumental to development of an improved
understanding of the broader online and offline community
context in which the organisation’s activities are received.
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